1706 - Three (Not So) Easy Pieces . . . publishing a set of three works in a single volume makes sense, as does playing them together.

1707 - The Peeters Principal . . . a reflection on the life and work of the famous and well-travelled Belgian organist and composer, Flor Peeters (1903-1986)

1708 - Just Stringing Along . . . whether with a single partner or an ensemble of violins, violas, cellos and basses, pipe organs, large and small, prove themselves amiable companions.

1709 - The Search Goes On . . . an exploration of the many sorts of composition that you find under the generic, historic title “Ricercar”.

Pipedreams® is American Public Media’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the king of instruments is heard on stations nationwide and worldwide via pipedreams.org. Go online to locate a broadcast station near you.